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Law School Focuses on Public Interest
Career Placement
strong commitment to pro bono work
among students whose career goals in
BY AMY CASSIDY
clude
large firms. According to Tamara
Staff Writer
Adams-Devieux, the new public interest
The law school is working diligently career counselor at the CDO, "these two
to make public interest work accessible concepts need decoupling."
Adams said that while public in
to students through a new emphasis on
public interest career development and terest internships during law school can
increased fundcertainly lead to
raising for public
permanent public
Adams said that while public interest employ
interest summer
subsidies. This
ment, experience
interest internships during
in the field can be
year the Career
law school can certainly lead beneficial even for
Development Of
to permanent public interest
fice (CDO) has
students who do
hired a career
not ultimately pur
employment, experience in
counselor specifi
sue public interest
the field can be beneficial
cally as a public
careers.
interest advisor,
A d a m s
even for students who do
and the law school
stressed that stu
not ultimately pursue public
has raised 20 per
dents can make
interest careers.
cent more money
valuable connecfor public interest
tions and can
subsidies.
learn about what
Tamara Adams-Devieux, the new type of law they are passionate by work
public interest career counselor at the ing in the public interest. She also said
CDO, hopes both to raise interest in that she encourages students to throw out
public sector careers and to foster a their preconceived notions about public

sector work.
connections with public interest organiza
"Public interest work is neither tions in the greater Washington area and
political nor ideo- ^
helping students
logical," Adams
tailor their job
Adams is available to focus on searches to the op
said. Rather, it
should be defined making connections with public portunities which
broadly to include
interest them. As
interest organizations in the
government agena result, she is in
cies and non
greater Washington area and a prime position
profit organiza
helping students tailor their job to provide valu
tions alike so that
able assistance to
searches to the opportunities
students can get
students whose
the most out of which interest them. As a result, internship and ca
the programs the
reer goals include
she is in a prime position to
CDO has to of
some element of
provide valuable assistance
fer.
public service.
A d a m s '
Recent pro
to students whose internship
commitment to
grams such as the
and career goals include some Government and
her work is strong
and she also has
Public Interest In
element of public service.
the support of
ternship Fair and
the CDO. In fact, ^™
the GW/GeorgeAdams, who joined the CDO in Novem town Public Sector Recruiting Program
ber, is not burdened with many of the further illustrate both Adams' and the
traditional responsibilities incumbent CDO's strong commitment to encour
upon career development counselors, such aging relationships between public secas counseling a specific section. Instead,
See PUBLIC INTEREST page 3
Adams is available to focus on making

Professor Rosen Discusses New Book with
Students, Jon Stewart
early February. In the book, the miniseries
and the lecture, Prof. Rosen presented
Staff Writer
four pairs of personalities and described
the effect that each had in shaping the
On February 20, 2007, Professor Supreme Court and the various decisions
it reached.
Jeffrey Rosen addressed
"My goal was to
approximately 50 stu
explore the relationship
dents, faculty and staff
In the book, the
between personality
members at the Law
miniseries and the
and judicial success,"
School and presented to
Prof. Rosen said with
them the highlights of
lecture, Prof. Rosen
regard to the book. "I
his newest book: The Su
presented four pairs
attempted to define ju
preme Court: The Person
of personalities and
dicial temperament."
alities and Rivalries Th at
Prof. Rosen not
Defined America. Spon described the effect that
ed that he borrowed
sored by the American
each had in shaping
from Chief Justice John
Constitution Society
(ACS), which, accord the Supreme Court and Roberts' explanation
of judicial tempera
ing to ACS President
the various decisions it ment to flush out his
Joshua Teitelbaum, 2L,
reached.
theories. According to
constitutes "a network
Prof. Rosen (and Chief
of liberal lawyers, proJustice Roberts), the
fessors and students,
founded to counteract the conservative more pragmatic Justices, those who built
political movement," the event included consensuses and put the interests of the
a book-signing and question-and-answer Court before their own, most influenced
the Court.
session.
"Some Justices were more interestThe Supreme Court constitutes a
companion to the Public Broadcasting
See ROSEN page 2
Service (PBS) miniseries which aired in
BY KUNZANG DIJKPA

Professor Rosen spoke before approximately 50 people at a talk that was sponsored by
the American Constitution Society.
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February Flooding Raises
Emergency Protocol Questions
system dips under a particular level.
When the building flooded that
Tuesday evening, UPD officers responded
Staff Writer
to the alert and quickly arrived to evacu
On February 6, 2007 a busted pipe ate and close off Stockton Hall, said GW
in the air handler system at GW Law Assistant Director of Media Relations
School prompted a complete evacuation Matt Lindsay. The UPD officers asked
of the Law School building—and raised approximately 75 people to collect their
questions among students about the belongings and, due to the cold weather,
exit to Stuart Hall, where they remained
building's emergency policies.
for about an
W h e n
hour before of
the pipe burst
ficers reopened
around 6 p.m.,
Although the emergency clearly
Stockton Hall.
it triggered the
had nothing to do with fire, the
According to
building's fire
fire alarm is the default alert
Lindsay, there
alarm system,
were
no prob
activating
system for building evacuation
lems evacuat
strobe lights
at the law school. Flooding
ing students.
and a ringing
bell, as well
At the
due to leaking pipes sets off the
as alerting the
time of evacu
alarm when water pressure in
University Po
ation, however,
the building's sprinkler system
lice Depart
some students
ment (UPD) of
did not know
dips under a particular level.
the situation.
what emergenWater flowed
cy they were
into the build
responding to,
ing, flooding Stockton 202 and leaking and with the building's full functioning the
into the first floor vending area and Lower next day, many students were completely
Level Lerner 101B.
unaware of the incident, despite yellow
Although the emergency clearly had caution tape blocking off the first floor,
nothing to do with fire, the fire alarm is east-side vending area.
the default alert system for building evacu
Lindsay explained that, in general,
ation at the law school. Flooding due to any activation of the fire alarm system
leaking pi pes sets off the alarm when should signal all occupants to gather their
water pressure in the building's sprinkler belongings and evacuate the law school at
BY KARLIE DUNSKY

the nearest exit. Any emergency personnel
on site should be obeyed, he said, and if
there are indications of immediate dan
ger, occupants should simply leave their
personal belongings behind and leave the
building.
"The University mandates that
all fire alarm activations be treated as
legitimate until proven otherwise by re
sponding emergency personnel," Lindsay
said. "It is a violation of the student code
of conduct to fail to evacuate during an
alarm. Because safety is a priority, the
University stresses that all alarms should
be treated as necessitating evacuation."
All decisions to evacuate campus
buildings are made by personnel respond
ing to alarms. Although the emergency
evacuation system is mostly automated,
there are manual pull stations throughout
the building, which personnel will use if
they decide to evacuate. Students who
discover an emergency such as a fire also
should manually activate the system,
Lindsay said.
In addition to its evacuation plans,
GW also has a shelter-in-place plan
ready in the event the Homeland Security
Council elevates the national alert level.
More information about that and other
emergency protocols is available on the
Campus Advisories website at www.gwu.
edu / ~gwalert, which is updated frequently
as it serves as "the primary vehicle to
inform the GW community" of security
issues in and around the University. •

ROSEN, continued from page 1.
ed in working out their pet theories," Prof. the latter more strongly influenced the Antonin Scalia talks about himself in the
third person and that President Jefferson,
Rosen said. "Those with the willingness Court.
to be judges and
Embedded in The in a fit of pique, once called Chief Justice
not law professors,
Supreme Court are various Marshall the "llama of the mountain,"
details of the Justices' which apparently constituted a severe
[those who] put
According to Prof.
aside their own
lives, which re admonishment at the time. In addition,
Rosen, sheer intelligence, personal
politics to get near
main cloaked in mystery upon being asked by Stewart whether
while important, has
to the general public. Prof. Justice Scalia really was the "ass" he
unanimous opin
Rosen
portrayed how the seemed to be, Prof. Rosen answered in
ions" left more
less to do with success
Justices were, at times, the affirmative.
lasting imprints on
on the Court than
complex, fallible individu
the development
Prof. Rosen conceded, however,
als despite their brilliance. when he addressed the Law School audi
of the Court.
judicial temperament.
For example, Prof. Rosen ence, that the Court is headed in the right
Prof. Rosen
In other words, the
noted that Justice William direction with Chief Justice Roberts in
dedicated a chap
smarter Justice will not Douglas was on the verge charge. He noted that the latter hopes to
ter of The Supreme
Court to the ri automatically be the more of divorcing this third wife manage his colleagues in a manner simi
at the time he wrote the lar to that which Chief Justice Marshall
valry of President
successful Justice.
famous Griswold v. Con- employed in his day. According to Prof.
Thomas Jefferson
necticut Opinion, which, Rosen, though, whether Chief Justice
and Chief Justice
among other things, em Roberts succeeds in his mission "depends
John Marshall to
illustrate his theory. He said that despite phasized the sanctity of marriage. Prof. largely on his colleagues, [particularly]
the fact that Chief Justice Marshall's Rosen further commented that Justice Justice Anthony Kennedy," who Prof.
Rosen said is espe
politics differed vastly from those of the Douglas' colleagues knew
cially attached to
Justices appointed by President Jefferson, him to be a womanizer and
Rosen portrayed how his "pet theories"
the former succeeded in winning them partier, which contributed
the Justices were, at
and thus much less
over through his convivial nature and to his inability to win them
plying of Madeira (wine).
over.
times, complex, fallible inclined to put aside
According to Prof. Rosen, sheer
his politics.
Prof. Rosen's newest
individuals despite
intelligence, while important, has less to book has garnered consider
Teitelbaum
do with success on the Court than judicial able attention for the Law
said that the prestheir brilliance.
temperament. In other words, the smarter School, as is displayed by his
ence of Prof. Rosen
Justice will not automatically be the more appearance on the popular
at the Law School is
successful Justice. Prof. Rosen compared Comedy Central television series The of great benefit to students. "It is fantastic
the careers of Chief Justice Oliver Wen Daily Show, hosted by Jon Stewart. In the to have [Prof. Rosen] here," Teitelbaum
dell Holmes and Justice John Marshall interview, Prof. Rosen revealed various said. "It's great to have a professor with so
Harlan and argued that while "there is anecdotes about the Justices which the many connections with lawyers and legal
no question that [Chief Justice] Holmes audience found particularly hilarious. For journalists. And Prof. Rosen is very will
was more brilliant than [Justice] Harlan," example, Prof. Rosen noted that Justice ing to engage with students as well." •
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Military Law Society Pursues Resurgence in
Time of Controversy
students interested in a military career
and those who are interested in military
Staff Writer
service but not necessarily in a career,"
Hardin said. He noted that two officials of
With an increasingly unpopular and the society's five-member leadership are
lengthy war being pursued overseas and civilians without military experience.
continued controversy and adjustment
As for activities, the group has ar
at the Law School with regard to the ranged a panel discussion entitled "Send
military's disputed "Don't Ask, Don't Lawyers, Guns and Money -A Lawyer's
Tell" policy toward
Role in Combat,"
gay and lesbian rewhich will take place
cruits, the Military
[Ujnder the leadership of Wednesday, March
Law Society (MLS)
21, 2007. It will fea
is preparing for a rePeter Hardin, u three- ture three senior Masurgence of member- year member of the Marine rine Corps officers
ship and activity.
Corps,
and with the Support
currently
r '
11
The MLS had
serving as Judge Adbeen in existence at of faculty advisor, Professor vocates General and
the Law School for
Gregory MaggS, the group ^ave kac* experisome time, but had
ence in combat roles,
dwindled in memseeks to reestablish itself
The individuals will
bership and ceased
as a fully functioning law discuss their training
conducting activities,
ctnrivnt cnrloto
and experiences and
reducing it to a solely
siuueni society.
will take questions
on-paper existence,
from students. MLS
Last year, however,
is also planning a
the group was reinstituted. Now under fund-raising drive, which may offer stu
the leadership of 3L Peter Hardin, a dents the opportunity to purchase GW
three-year member of the Marine Corps, Law shot glasses and beer mugs.
and with the support of faculty advisor,
This rebirth of the MLS comes at
Professor Gregory Maggs, the group seeks a time when the military is surrounded
to reestablish itself as a fully functioning by heated controversy over an unpopular
war and controversial recruiting polilaw student society.
^cies towards identified
According to Hargay and lesbian per
din, the society has ad
opted a three-fold mis "/ think MLS has a lot sons. But the group's
sion. First, it seeks to
to offer both students members who contem
plate careers within the
facilitate the scholarly
interested in a military armed forces profess
discussion of military
that these issues have
career and those
related legal issues on
campus. Second, the
who are interested in not shaken their resolve
to serve.
group seeks to serve as
The conflict in
a resource for those stu- military service but not
dents with aspirations necessarily in a career." Iraq will enter its fourth
year on March 20, and
^
of Pursuing a career
_p
g
has been increasingly
with the military upon
• losing favor with the
graduation from the
American public. But
Law School. Finally,
Hardin said the society is "committed to according to MLS member Katherine
recognizing and honoring all the men and Doyle, who had aspirations of military
women who serve in the United States service before the war in Iraq began, the
conflict has only served to strengthen her
Armed Services."
As the group is still young and commitment to serve.
"I think if
small, Hardin
nothing
else it
audmuted/ha,t
"I
think
if
nothing
else
it
would
J
would
encour
they have failed
to fully achieve
encourage me to go into the
age me to go
into
the milithese goals
military, not because I agree or
within the past
„
* tt • * n
i
tary," Doyle
r . w
disagree /with the United States
said "not beyear, but this
policies regarding the war], but
cause I agree or
is a deficiency
that he intends
now, given what's going on, there f^United
to turn around
during his presi- is an increased need for people in
States' policies
dency. He plans
fpe military and I am the type of
regarding the
to increase the
,
.
,
war], but now,
society's mem
person that doesn t want someone given what s
BY JOHN WALKER

bership and to

else to fill that spot. I wo uld rather

hold at least
two events related to each

^ ^

t

myself
then make someone
J
*

else do that for me. "
~ Katherine Doyle

of the society's
three goals for
each academic
year.
Students with a military background
and/or aspirations are not the only ones
whom Hardin is targeting for membership. "I think MLS has a lot to offer both

going on, there
lw" mLaastd

need for people
in the military
and 1 am t^ie

type of person
that doesn't
want someone else to fill that spot. I
would rather do that myself then make
someone else do that for me."
Hardin agreed that "as an officer,
you take an oath to defend the Constitu

tion, and you have to put some faith in lications and at all events which feature
the people above you and that just goes military recruiting. It states: "This emwith the job."
ployer discriminates against gay, lesbian
An additional area
and bisexual persons under
of controversy surrounding
the authority of 10 U.S.C.
the military has been its re[T]he greater
section 654. The George
cruiting practices towards
.
. ,
Washington University
f
gay and lesbian persons.
University S no n- policy on equal opportuLast year, in a Supreme
discrimination
nity prohibits unlawful
Court ruling a coalition
discrimination The AsR
Qnfy bars
J
of law schools, including
sociation of American
The George Washington
Unlawful
Law Schools—of which
University Law School,
discrimination
the George Washington
lost a lawsuit seeking to
,. ,
'
University Law School is
bar military recruiters on
WHICH WOUlU
a founding member—and
campus on free speech
not include the
the National Association
grOUn^

.
. .
military's practice, for Law Placement each
The law schools ar...
have policies forbidding
gued that Congress, by which is Sanctioned discrimination against gay,
forcing law schools to fa- fry
fpe /flM,
lesbian and bisexual percilitate military recruiters,
sons. The presence of this
was violating the schools'
employer at The George
free speech rights because of univer- Washington University should in no way
sity non-discrimination policies covering be construed as an endorsement of this
sexual orientation.
employer's practice of discrimination."
Following the loss, members of the
"If the issue is whether recruiters
Law School's Lambda Law society have should be allowed on campus," Hardin
pointed out that, in reality, the greater said, "my answer is definitely yes; it seems
University's non-discrimination policy counterintuitive to me that the University
only bars "unlawful" discrimination, would bar the best and the brightest stuwhich would not include the military's

practice, which is sanctioned by the law.
Meanwhile, the Law School continues to follow a policy of including a
carefully-worded disclaimer on all pub-

dents in America from pursuing a career
in armed forces. [Don't Ask, Don't Tell]

is not something I think about, those are
policies that need to be dealt with at a
much higher level than I can speak to."•

PUBLIC INTEREST, continued from page 1.
tor employers and students at the Law all students to consider how this fundSchool.
ing might affect their summer options
Although these two major programs because, contrary to popular belief, the
have passed, Adams emphasized that it summer funding is not only available to
is not too late to get a public interest job students who work at small non-profits
for the summer. She noted that interested for no pay. Rather, any work done in the
students should approach the CDO soon public interest can qualify. Prof. Zubrow
though, since "these are the few weeks said that even paid students should apply
when most of the interviewing is being if they will earn less than $5,000 over the
done and when offers are being made." course of the summer.
Adams also said that students should
According to Prof. Zubrow, the
sign up for the pubaim of the summer
lie interest listserv by
subsidies program is
contacting any career
The Law School claims, substantially different
counselor.
>
t
than that of the loan
;
,
however,
that it has
,
Unfortunately,
'
forgiveness program
landing a public intera/so tackled the second which is in place for
est job is only one of
obstacle blocking many Students who commit
the difficulties which
,
.
to careers in the pubinterested students Students from pursuing a lie interest post-law
face. The Law School career in public interest: school,
claims, however, that
monev
"The idea beit has also tackled the
hind the subsidies is
second obstacle block- ^tolet people experiing many students from pursuing a career ment," Prof. Zubrow said. She hopes
in public interest: money.
that students will learn what they can do
According to Professor Luize Zu- to promote their personal value systems
brow, the Law School and its donors with their legal education. To this end,
have $237,000 to award in summer public the program has awarded funds for a diinterest subsidies, which represents a 20 verse range of internships including those
percent increase over last year's amount with the Consumer Division of the Fedand enough to fund 56 summer stipends, eral Reserve Board and the International
Prof. Zubrow said that most of the awards Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda,
given through the Law School's program
Adams and Prof. Zubrow both
will be for $5,000, although a handful will conveyed a relatively clear message to stube for $3,000 and $4,000.
dents: public interest work is for everyone
Prof. Zubrow said she is excited and GW has never been more committed
about the opportunities this money may to helping its students find and fund public
offer GW students. She encourages interest internships and careers.
•
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CIEC Issues
Corporate and
Recommendations on
Defeating AIDS in Business Law Society
Holds CBL Week
Africa
countries were chosen because of their
geographic and ethnic diversity and their
Staff Writer
reputations for implementing successful
treatment programs. Dr. Ryan noted that
A report released last month by GW additional studies will occur throughout
Law School's Creative and Innovative the spring and summer, resulting in a
Economy Center (CIEC) contained policy comprehensive book incorporating many
implications relating to the growing AIDS of the findings presented in this paper.
crisis in Sub-Saharan Africa.
According to Dr. Ryan, the report
The CIEC conducts research and was met with enthusiasm from many of
educational activities that encourage the African nations present in Geneva.
developing nations to embrace creativity "The African Union nations asked for the
and innovation as tools to compete more paper to be made available to the WHO,
effectively in the world economy. Stressing UNAIDS, and the UN in New York,"
a multi-disciplinary approach, the CIEC Dr. Ryan said. "That's a greater response
examines legal, commercial, institutional, than we could have expected when we first
and globalization issues
began the study."
pertaining to economic
One sector that has
"AIDS activists
development.
not commented on the re
The CIEC's recent
port is the pharmaceutical
declare that the
report was entitled "The
industry, a major financial
drug companies supporter of the CIEC. Dr.
AIDS Social Contract in Af
must take
rica: On the Ethical Respon
Ryan said that he does an
sibilities of Organizational
ticipate
hearing from them
immediate action
Knowledge Regarding Antiin the future, however.
retro-viral Drug Innovation to stem the crisis."
"The findings in this
and Access." It identified 11 ~ Dr. Michael Ryan report represent major poli
recommendations critical to
cy decisions by the pharmadefeating the AIDS pandemic
ceutical industry," Dr. Ryan
and focused on how access and treatment said. "Therefore, if this report has come
programs involving Antiretroviral (ARV) to their attention, I am guessing they are
drugs, which have been clinically proven taking a careful look at its implications for
to dramatically slow the progression of their industry."
AIDS in HIV positive people, are being
Dr. Ryan said that he thinks that
delivered in African nations.
financial support for the CIEC may come
In a press release issued by the from different arenas in the near future.
University, Dr. Michael Ryan, Director "I would guess that in the near future,
of the CIEC, explained the significance as US AID and other funding increases,
the percentage of money the CIEC takes
and purpose of the report.
"AIDS activists declare that the drug from the pharmaceutical industry will
companies must take immediate action subside," he said.
Dr. Ryan additionally anticipated
to stem the crisis," Dr. Ryan said. "But
drug company leaders assert that African more interaction between CIEC and
governments are responsible for the health the GW Law School community in the
of their peoples. This report asks who is future.
responsible to do what and why regarding
"I'm working with the administra
antiretroviral drug innovation and access tion on giving a series of guest lectures in
certain classes," he said. "Additionally, the
in Africa."
The report was presented at a CIEC- CIEC will be looking to hire three paid
hosted event in Geneva, Switzerland, for research assistants from the Law School
African delegates attending the Develop this summer to assist us with a variety of
ment Agenda meetings at the World Intel projects, including the ongoing study on
AIDS in Africa."
lectual Property Organization.
A copy of "The AIDS Social Contract
Dr. Ry an and his team of researchers
conducted field studies in the African countries in Africa: On the Ethical Responsibilities of
of Botswana, Burkina Faso, and Uganda to Organizational Knowledge Regarding Antiretbetter understand how access and treatment roviralDrug Innovation and Access" is avail
programs are being delivered. The three able online at www.law.gwu.edu/ciec. •
BY SEAN CONWAY

things, panels on health savings accounts
and IRA planning.
Staff Writer
According to Kreps, CBLS spent
a considerable amount of time planning
The Corporate and Business Law for the week—but that the group's efforts
Society (CBLS) held its first annual Cor were rewarded. "[It] took over a year to
porate and Business Law Week at the plan," Kreps said. "It featured some of
Law School on Feb.
the country's preemi
20 - 23, 2007. Stu
nent tax and benefits
A staff member on
dents benefited from
lawyers and attracted
five sessions, each of
a diverse audience
the Senate Banking
which was designed
composed of stu
Committee, Dean
to further the CBLS
dents, practitioners,
Shahinian, delivered a
mission to educate
and academics."
students about com
Greg Leon,
lecture on the impact of
mercial law opportu
Vice President of
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, CBLS, said that he
nities at all stages in
their legal studies.
which Congress passed in was very pleased
CBLS Presi
2002 to create heightened with the events, par
dent Michael Kreps,
ticularly the Friday
record-keeping and
3L, said that CBLS
symposium. "The
organized its events
accounting standards for symposium was our
to encourage students
highest profile event
corporations.
to contemplate the
and it was a way of
complexities of cademonstrating to the
reers in corporate law.
administration and
Specifically, Kreps said that CBLS "hoped the legal community that GW students are
to expose students to contemporary issues interested in issues beyond GW's focus on
in the field and encourage interaction be IP and international law."
Leon said the idea to organize a
tween students and professionals."
Various legal professionals who weeklong event was conceived over a year
practice corporate law presented cut ago. According to Leon, CBLS first came
ting-edge legal issues to the students and up with the idea during a brainstorm
faculty members in attendance at the ing session with GW Law Professors
sessions.
^^amm
Karen Brown and Cheryl
Block. Although CBLS
A staff member
Greg Leon, Vice
had originally planned to
on the Senate Banking
Committee, Dean ShaPresident of CBLS, hold a day-long sympo
hinian, delivered a lec
sium, it decided instead
said that he was very to sponsor a week of
ture on the impact of
pleased with the
events to help "build mo
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act,
mentum," Leon said.
which Congress passed
events...
in 2002 to create height
With regard to the
ened record-keeping and ^• ^• specific topic on which
accounting standards for
the Week was to center,
corporations. A talk on the intersection Leon said that initial plans to hold a
of intellectual property (IP) law and an symposium on the Earned Income Tax
titrust law, co-sponsored by the Student Credit were abandoned when American
Intellectual Property law Association, University held a similar event. CBLS
followed Shahinian's lecture.
leadership subsequently resolved to focus
CBLS Corporate and Business Law on work and retirement issues.
Week culminated in an inaugural sym
"Health Savings Accounts and IRA
posium entitled "Health & Wealth: The planning are very hot issues in the tax
Use of Tax Policy to Shift Responsibility field," Leon said. "We decided to direct
to the Individual?" Professor George Yin our attention that way and convert what
of University of Virginia School of Law had originally been intended as pure
delivered a keynote address at the day academic symposium to an event for a
long event, which featured, among other broader audience."
•
BY WASIM RAHMAN

Diversity is different people
and perspectives united for
a common purpose.
Put your individuality to work for us.
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My Complicated Relationship with Junk Mail
I hate junk mail.
OK, to be more specific, I have a
complicated relationship with junk. Junk
mail is certainly wasteful, annoying, and
intrusive. On the other hand, junk mail
keeps the postal service in the black; it
is the main reason a stamp costs less
$2.50. And no matter how
much I hate to admit it,
we only have ourselves to
blame for this blight. Junk
mail exists only because
consumers respond to it
enough to make it costeffective.
Aside from poten
tial environmental objec
tions and attendant waste
ensuing from junk mail,
the unwanted mail
AARON
violates a personal
right—what has been
termed, "the right
to be left alone." I
recognize that several things, including
home ownership, precludes me from being
a hermit. So I have come up with three
personal rules that help me peacefully
co-exist with it:
1.1 need the ability to control where
and how my personal information is
shared. Consequently, 1 must understand
how a company got my contact informa
tion.
2. I claim the right to be left alone.
Consequently, I demand the ability to
completely opt-out—once.
3. I don't mind receiving mail if
a company doesn't actually know who
I am, or if it is addressed to "Current
Resident."
In contrast, I have no such toler
ances for junk e-mail, which cannot even
claim the benefit of keeping a social
institution afloat.

As I mentioned earlier, home own
ership has thwarted my battle against
junk mail. The Maryland State Code on
Property Tax, § 2-211 requires the tax as
sessor make all real estate taxes available
to the public. This public information
includes "the name and address of the
owner." § 2-21 l(b)(l)(i).
By gubernatorial mandate,
this information is available
online. Dave Lyon, Counsel
Assistant Attorney General
for the Department of As
sessments and Taxation,
explained that the State of
Maryland will not, under
any circumstances, make an
individual's name private.
After all, the government
has a legitimate inter
TITUS
est in knowing where
I live and confirming
that I have paid my
taxes. The public has
a legitimate interest in knowing the value
of my property, as a benchmark for prop
erty value and tax assessments on similar
property. In addition, the public also
has an interest in open and transparent
government. Public records means I can
verify that a county executive or powerful
politician isn't getting a tax break.
There are, however, some significant
trade-offs. Mr. Lyon has flatly rejected a
privacy request from at least one Supreme
Court Justice. But he explains, "I really
feel bad for the DEA agents." Drug En
forcement agents and their families can
be at severe risk if a criminal finds out
where they live. There are no exceptions
for Supreme Court Justices, law enforce
ment agents, victims of identity theft, or
domestic violence victims. It's all, public
information.
Things are a little different when I

Privacy Please

disclose information to private parties, happens when companies create several
such as companies. Often companies will (and often confusing) levels of opting out,
publish a privacy policy, intended to give reserving some marketing and sharing,
customers a sense of security. I always which customers are unable to opt out
take time to read these, and I have found of. In addition, many companies have an
that they often suffer from several com automated "opt-in" process, but a manual
mon maladies:
"opt-out" process.
1. "This Pri
By the time the
vacy Policy only re
opt-out paperwork
The Maryland State Code
lates to information
is processed, of
on Property Tax, § 2-211
collected online."
ten your informa
requires the tax assessor
tion has already
Privacy policies are
often found online,
been promulgated
make all real estate taxes
but if you read care
to several decen
available to the public.
fully, they do not ap
tralized company
ply to information
databases. That
This public information
is why companies
gathered through
includes "the name and
will say things like,
other media, other
address of the owner." §
"allow 3 months"
sources, or purchased
for the opt-out to
information.
2-211(b)(l)(i).
2. "We only
take effect; somemmmmmtimes exculpating
share your information with trusted
your identity is
partners, never third parties." Transla impossible.
tion: We won't share your information
5. "Even if you opt out, we keep
with anyone, unless we can make money your personal information on file in
doing it. Unfortunately, the only differ definitely." This unarticulated provision
ence between one of those scary and is almost universally true, as most com
illusive "third parties" and a "trusted panies have no data dump policies. A
partner" is a simple marketing agreement. careful reading of most policies indicate
In addition, large corporations may have they will "flag" your information, but
hundreds of parent, subsidiary, or related never delete it. You may still be at risk
companies, often referred to as a "Family" if the organization's databases are ever
of companies.
compromised. I found that out the hard
3. "We do not provide information way, when a hacker gained access to a
about you to third parties, except as university computer, with my name and
permitted by law." Translation: We will SSN, years after my graduation.
share your information with third parties
So, here's at least one idea that
as much as we can, without breaking the can help you understand junk mail. Each
law. This is silly, since they aren't allowed time you share your contact information,
to share information except as permitted include a unique code in the address, such
by law, anyway. This provision provides as a bogus apartment number, or the name
no additional consumer protection.
of the company in the Address 2 line. That
4. "You can only opt out of some way, you will be able to track the promul
of our marketing — not all of it." This gation of your contact information. •
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I Lost
Girlmy
and I Lost my Fun
I Fought the Law and the Law Won
It is said that a certain word in that have emerged in the field of law in
Chinese can stand for either "crisis" or the late 1980s involving sharp decreases
"opportunity." Whatever the truth, a look in three categories: professionalism, maniin the Law aisle of the local bookstore festing in discourteous, uncivil behavior
seems to impute the statement to our pro- among attorneys and guerilla-style litigafession. Every year it disgorges hordes of tion tactics; public esteem for lawyers,
young attorneys,
as evidenced by
burnt out by pet(JARTLEBY
polls; and vocaty office politics,
. ^
_
tional and perobscene billable
A
sonalsatisfaction.
hour requireAs foundation for
ments, and the excessively adversarial the last she rolls out a familiar litany of
nature of, well, being an adversary.
psychological disorders associated with
Each of them seems compelled to attorneys, including higher-than-average
mark that chapter of his life with a cut- instances of stress, depression, substance
ting, graphic diatribe against his former abuse, and relationship difficulties,
line of work, goaded by the fame and
Daicoff goes further by correlatlucre promised by publishing compa- ing a list of preexisting traits found in
nies eager to capitalize on the trend, most law students to see how they may
Opportunity indeed! Open one up, and affect the incidence or severity of these
to the innocent observer, they read like woes. These include (1) a marked drive
modern-day Mafia narratives. Instead to achieve, which manifests at an early
of the diamond-checkered grips of a .45 age; (2) a masculine personality that faautomatic, the lawyer's fingertips encircle vors extroversion, sociability, aggression,
the vinyl holster of his Blackberry. Like and argumentativeness; (3) a low level of
his criminal counterpart, he stands ready empathy and a preference for rules-based
to take action in a moment's notice. And morality; (4) a materialistic mindset that
he is often portrayed just as ruthless in his governs work and personal goals; and (5)
pursuit of "justice," with a devil-may-care as mentioned above, levels of psychoattitude to those who cross him.
logical distress and substance abuse that
As the market for stories of attor- increase sharply throughout law school
neys fleeing law expands, it seems natural and work as an attorney. She offers the
that books on how to combat dissatisfac- results of a 2001 study of Florida State
tion in the law appear alongside them on University law students, which found that
the shelves. I'm going to take the time their values quickly shifted from intrinsic,
this week to give a brief overview of one subjective goals to more extrinsic rewards
of them: Lawyer, Know Thyself. Its author, that they think others see as more imporSusan Daicoff, is a former corporate at- tant. After the first few months into law
torney and psychotherapist. As such, she school, a student becomes less likely to
provides not only just another subjective focus on his well-being as measured by
account of the stressors of the legal indus- personal growth, the creation and sustaintry, but some hard empirical evidence that ing of healthy relationships, or a way to
might catalogue and explain it.
successfully contribute to society. Instead,
The author begins by postulating a once in the environment of law school
"tripartite crisis" of interrelated problems and later a law firm, he begins to equate

tSlOY\ Oj

IjlY(?(?t

achievement through obtaining money, And if people with adverse interests want
prestige and fame.
to look for common ground, it is undeniThe crux of Daicoff's argument is able that that means less stress for everythis change forces rising young attorneys one involved, including counsel,
to do one of two things. They either adAlthough she does a good job of listjust their value system to align with these ing possibilities, Daicoff's flaw, I find, is
extrinsic values
that she is entirely
or cling to their
too prescriptive
old intrinsic valwith them. She
ues while creating
Instead of the diamondmakes little if any
a mock persona
checkered grips of a .45
effort to reason
that evokes the
,
i
»
why it is in the
forme. Both, she
automatic, the lawyer S
bJeconomic inseems to think, fingertips

terestsofalawyer

limit the level of
satisfaction one
can achieve as
a lawyer. As a
solution to this,

Pursue themconsidering that
the kind of aggressive litigiousness to which she

and the "tripar-

encircle the vinyl
holster 0f his Blackberry. Like
.....
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criminal counterpart, he
stands ready to take action in
hls
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" moments notice. And he is
often portrayed just as ruthless
/w his pursuit of "justice, " With

to

attributes much

tite crisis," she
of her crisis is the
promotes somebread-and-butter
not the outthing called the
. ..
.
"comprehensive
& devil-may-care attitude to
right raison d'etre
law movement,"
those who CWSS him.
for many talented
which uses methattorneys. It is a
ods such as preshame, because
ventive law and
she vacillates noalternative dispute resolution with the ticeably in the last chapter of her book
aim of sparing parties the time, stress, and from a grounded, scientific rationality
money entailed by litigation. The appar- to a set of almost-quixotic theories on
ent goal is to come to a more amicable and how practicing and teaching law can
expedient resolution, and the facilitation undergo vast changes for the betterment
of this by such means, she implies, revital- of society.
izes the well-being of a lawyer who needs
Whatever stock you decide to put In
to get in touch with his intrinsic values,

it, I would definitely recommend Lawyer:

which otherwise are subsumed by what
she sees as the more classic, adversarial
practice of law.
To be blunt, I don't find her proposals all that innovative. The judiciouslyminded have been mediating problems
between different parties since long before
recorded history, much less before any
codified legal system came into being,

Know Thyself as worth at least a cursory
skim. It qualifies a lot of otherwise anecdotal malaise from those in legal practice
and probes into the possible factors of
its causation with remarkable depth and
precision. You might discover something
new about yourself and find a way to
keep yourself focused on doing things that
make you happy.
•

The Reinforcin'Of The Stereotypes
A great American once said that smile generally plays a hackneyed 2:00 am
life is about simple pleasures: a delicious playlist (Sweet Caroline, Country Roads)
piece of chocolate, a beautiful person's but tuned down four steps in a growling
smile. I like those things, but arguably my baritone. It's both annoying and charmfavorite siming, depending
on where you
pie pleasure is
BlFF
being drunk
are in your night.

™mi'dayfight

Biff Around Town

do to get kicked the f**k out of there, and midday; it's a solid neighborhood bar.
they didn't kick us out. Therefore, Nanny's The best part of Finn's is the Cadillac of
is awesome.
shuffleboard tables upstairs, which you
4 Provinces - 4Ps is across the can play for free with proper planning. I
street from Nanny's in Cleveland Park, like Finn's a lot and recommend that you
4Ps draws a somewhat older crowd but is go some time.
just as good a venue. There's generally a
As final analysis: you would do well
good, older Irish band playing Pogues and to head to any of these spots on any given
day and not Just
U2 covers. There
are high quality
Patty's Day.
dart boards in the
But what does this entail,
Naturally, the bar
back room that
exactly? Wearing green
environments I've
are usually open,
*
.
...
described won t
if that's your thing.
clothing. Talking like a
necessarily stay
Faux-Irish dancing
Leprechaun? Drinking green consistent for St.
has been known
,
^
.
.,
i o
Patty's Day, but
D
b e e r ? Cu r s i n g t h e British ?
to break out every
, think i t,s saf e

outside. This
market environis still socially acceptable once every 365 ment, marred by tube tops and Ciara.
days or so, and that occasion is almost Finally, Irish Times has a tendency to
certainly St. Patrick's Day. One becomes devolve into a knock down, drag-it-out
Irish for a day, so they say.
drunk fest, and I would avoid it like the
But what does this entail, exactly? plague on the big day.
Wearing green clothing? Talking like a
Nanny O'Brien's - Perhaps my faLeprechaun? Drinking green beer? Curs- vorite of the bunch. Nanny's is built like
Being burdened by a visceral to say that much
ing the British? Being burdened by a vis- a proper Irish pub: dark, unpretentious, once in a while.
ceral guilty feeling? I don't know.
and boasts both' live music and a great The service is
guilty feeling? I don't know. ot " Wl11 remain
constant. I d save
The best way I know to celebrate jukebox. Clearly, though, my favorite good, too: the barFinn's for a weekthis noble day is to belly up to an Irish bar aspects of Nanny's is its tolerance. The tenders have seen
night or a chiller
early on in the day and see where things last time I was there, some of my friends your kind before
take you. Fortunately, D.C. boasts a litany got into it a little too much a little too and don't have time for your shenani- weekend. I'd head to Irish Times for those
of Irish bars, and I have been to quite a early. There was a loud, ridiculous, point- gans. One could do much worse than go nights where you feel like fighting, or
picking up a 22 year old. The best of the
few of them. Loyal readers know I've less, unwinnable argument, which the to 4Ps.
Finn McCool's - Finn's is a great bunch is Nanny O'Brien's. I'll be there if
written of Nolan's (go there) and Fado relatively empty bar was forced to listen
(think about it, and then think about it to awkwardly. When one of us stood up little find on Barrack's Row near Capitol you want to buy me a drink, which I'm
again). Here's some thumbnail sketches from the table, his chair tipped over. There Hill. On the minus side, many nights I've assuming you do if you've read this far.
of some other places I've been to with was a mini wrestling match, which turned been there, there's a garbage sensitive guy St. Patty's Day comes on a Saturday once
some regularity.
over chairs and disturbed the people next singer-songwriter playing Dave Matthews every seven years - choose wisely, and
Kelly's Irish Times - It's more for to us. Someone dropped a full pint of Band covers. It's nothing really to make happy drinking.
* I didn't think of this; this was a
the younger, meathead set. Upstairs, an Guinness on the ground, shattering the a weekend night out of, but it's great for
•
older gentleman with a moustache and a glass. We did almost everything there is to a weeknight or a pint during for your headline from the Onion.
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Super Terrific Baseball
Season Preview
Parti
Last year I accomplished the re the word actually means cactus.
Cleveland Indians: Basically the
markable feat of predicting three of the
four LCS teams before the season had same team as last year, the Indians will
even started. This clearly indicates that probably make the playoffs. I won't write
I should be writing more about baseball, anymore on them because the feather in
and that is exactly what you're going to get their logo offends me.
Detroit Tigers: After making the
this month. I'll be tackling the American
League this week, with an unprecedented World Series last year behind the "bril
liant" managing of Jim Leyland (his
team-by-team preview!
words, not mine), the Tigers will fall back
to earth this season,
AL East
as Gary Sheffield
Boston Red Sox:
will provoke a locker
With an extremely busy
room brawl after try
offseason, the Red Sox
ing to film Kenny
brought in several new
Rogers showering.
players to help them
Minnesota
relive the magic that
Twins: I am now re
was the 2003 season.
alizing that a teamWe've all been bored to
by-team preview
tears over new Japanese
might not have been
pitcher Daisuke Matsusuch a good idea,
zaka's secret gyroball
since most of these
pitch, but I am here to
AL teams did very
tell you that he has no
little in the offsea
such pitch. What peo
son or are extremely
ple think is this super
boring. The Twins
secret crazy pitch is
JONATHAN AUERBACH
fit both of these
actually just a regular
descriptions.
fastball coated with
Kansas City
Dice-K's blood. (He
Royals: As I com
is descended from a
mented last year,
\oiYg\irie of sarrmtais,
the Royals are horrible. If I were to pick
so his blood has mystical power!)
New York Yankees: After the "Best one word to describe them, I would pick
Lineup Ever" failed to win a playoff se craptacular. I think this accurately de
ries, the Yankees traded Gary Sheffield scribes a team that paid $11 million/year
but not before taking him behind an al for Gil Meche and whose leading homeley and beating the crap out of him for run hitter only managed 18. They stink.
several minutes. I'm told this sort of thing
AL West
happens all the time in New York City;
Oakland Athletics: The continued
it seemed to happen every 10 seconds
on that new show, The Black Donnelleys. World Series drought of the "Moneyball"
Meanwhile, every single female Yankee squad no doubt gives baseball old-timers a
fan is still hysterical over the team sign chuckle every now and again. They laugh
ing Andy Pettitte, and this is sure to be because they know that if they were any
a source of annoyance for anyone who other business and had to back up their
views with quantitative statistics, they
knows one of these women.
Toronto Blue Jays: The Blue Jays would have been fired 50 years ago.
Los Angeles Angels: Do they still
didn't do anything this offseason except
sign Frank Thomas, but they balanced out play that rally monkey video at Angels'
that shrewd signing by also getting former games? I bet that got real annoying four
Nationals shortstop Royce Clayton. I will years ago.
Texas Rangers: I am proud to say
waste no more space on them.
Baltimore Orioles: Last year the that I am two phone calls away from
possibly being able to relay a message to
Orioles decided to get Kris Benson from
the Mets. He proceeded to pitch medio- Rangers's general manager Jon Daniels.
crely, get divorced, suffer a season-ending If I was going to, I probably would tell
injury, and then withdraw his divorce him to stop acquiring players from the
papers. Trying to one-up this prior acquisi Nationals (specifically players named
tion, the O's signed another former Met, Marlon Byrd).
Seattle Mariners: Unable to win the
Steve Trachsel, who was last seen in China
bidding on Dice-K, the Mariners missed
looking for a replacement arm.
Tampa Bay Devil Rays: It seems out on having the first ever Japanese pitch
like each year the Devil Rays are one year er-catcher tandem (including Japan. Most
from being a good team, and this year is catchers in the Japanese major leagues
no different, except they are probably two are Mongolian. True story). Seattle made
up for this by convincing themselves that
years away at this point.
signing Jeff Weaver was a good idea. Sure
he had a 2.43 ERA in the playoffs, but that
AL Central
Chicago White Sox: Ozzie Guillen was the playoffs, some place the Mariners
gets way too much credit as a baseball won't be for a long time.
manager and as a person. Apparently he
was not happy with his team's perfor
In conclusion, the American League
mance last year, so he's instituting 500
bunting drills during Spring Training is pretty boring, so I amtherefore also con
to get the team to go back to its roots: cluding that the National League will be
purposefully giving up outs to advance 15 times more exciting. Stay tuned for Part
runners. Every third batter must attempt a 2 in two weeks, which will also feature
bunt, or Ozzie will call them a derogatory extremely accurate postseason predictions
•
name and then claim that in his country, (World Series not included).

Left-Wing Lock

DANIEL GREENSPAHN

The Top Ten

Ten Things You Didn't
Know About Professor
Kerr
Professor Kerr is a prolific scholar in the area
of criminal law, criminal procedure, and the
emerging field of computer crime law. He
was an Honors Program trial attorney in the
Computer Crime and Intellectual Property
Section of the Criminal Division at the U.S.
Department of Justice. He has clerked for Judge
Leonard Garth on the Third Circuit and Justice
Anthony Kennedy on the U.S. Supreme Court.
Kerr posts regularly at the popular blog "The
Volokh Conspiracy."

1. Favorite place to eat in D.C.?
Cafe Saint-Ex.
2. Favorite TV show?
TV? Is that what people used to watch before the Internet?
3. Book you are currently reading?
Jim Richardson, Classic Car Restorer's Handbook.

4. Favorite blog (not including The Volokh Conspiracy)?
How Appealing.
5. The Supreme Court this term will issue decisions on the legality of
the federal partial-birth abortion ban and whether race can be used as a
factor to integrate public high schools. Predictions? 5-4 decisions?
Both are likely to be 5-4 either way. Based on the oral arguments, it sounds
like my former boss Justice Kennedy is likely to vote with the conserva
tives on these two cases. So I would guess that the Court will uphold the
abortion ban and say race cannot be used as a factor in such circumstances.
But I'm not as sure about the abortion case as I am about the public high
school case.
6. Law school class you did the worst in?
Criminal Law, naturally.
7. Many law firms are increasing starting salaries to $160,000. Is that
good or bad for GW law students?
It's good. Higher salaries at major law firms will increase salaries generally,
which means that you can pay off law school loans more quickly and then
go work as prosecutors or defense attorneys.
8. You grew up in Delaware, which apparently has no national: parks,
seashores, historic sites, battlefields, memorials, or monuments. Any
thing worth seeing in the country's second smallest state?
Actually, Delaware has a rich history and is famous for its beaches (such as
Rehoboth and Dewey). And did I mention tax-free shopping?
9. The public can now access synchronized Supreme Court oral argu
ment transcripts and audio files. Should the justices give in and finally
allow cameras in the high court?
Yes, they should. And I think they will after Justice Souter retires.
10. Were you the inspiration for Britney shaving her head?
I assume so. But I do want to clear up a persistent rumor: I had nothing to
do with her going in and out of rehab. So shaving, yes. Rehab, no.
•
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Humor Provides Avenue for Political Discourse
Whether people watched for the
game itself or for the commercials, this
year's Super Bowl was undoubtedly a
ratings boom. And as in past years, for
all but the most die-hard sports fans,
long after the game ended it was talk
about the commer
cials that continued
BY ADAM
to stir controversy and
debate, rather than
what happened on the
gridiron.
The simple fact is that people love to
whine about "the media." And, more than
anything else, taking offense to what ap
pears on television, regardless of whether
that offense is genuine or feigned, reason
able or ridiculous, is what gets the most
attention. This year, two commercials rose
above all in this category.
No, K-Fed's Nationwide ad didn't
outrage fast-food employees everywhere,
nor did Budweiser offend the delicate
sensibilities of Dalmatian trainers. It
was GM's depressed assembly line robot,
which was accused of promoting suicide,
and Snickers's accidental kiss, the reaction
to which was called homophobic, that had
the guests on CNN and Fox News shows
talking in the weeks after the game.
Regardless of the merits behind
either argument, is this really how people
should be spending their time and energy?
It occurs to me that laughter is healthy —
not just medically but also psychologically
and socially. And comedy, quite frankly,
has become an underappreciated vehicle
for social change.
There are two traditional bases by
which people attempt to achieve widesweeping change in societal sentiments:

engage in fear-mongering by invoking
the possibilities of either almighty wrath
or the ruin of free society or by taking a
moral high-road of ridicule and behav
ioral snobbery. Each relies on one's fear
of some sort of isolation from his peers,
and each is employed
by lobbying groups
PF.ARLMAN
who want to call at
tention to some sup
posedly unacceptable
behavior.
But comedy transcends these. Irony
turns them on their heads, sarcasm can be
pretty darn observant, and punch lines
are often more introspective than any
dialogue between social-political pundits.
Two key examples come to mind.
First: never, ever, ever, ever are you
going to hear somebody call Barak Obama
"well spoken." And you all know why.
In a joke about Colin Powell years ago,
Chris Rock single-handedly turned that
phrase into a racial epithet. It's become
a back-handed compliment when said
about someone who happens to be a
member of a minority group. It's seen
as a last resort, something "nice" to say
when nothing else comes to mind and a
wannabe-politically-correct expression of
discriminatory surprise.
Second, when "Will and Grace"
appeared weekly on NBC, controversy
surrounded Sean Hayes's character Jack
McFarland, who was called too stereotypically flamboyant and not representative
of the average gay man. But, beginning
two years after President Clinton singed
the Defense of Marriage Act and for the
eight years thereafter, the show's tenure
coincided with the first serious debate in

Contributing Writer

American history about gay rights. While ethic that is just as applicable to well-re
it is impossible to deny the reactionary spected philosophers and academics, who
response from the old-guard in much often can make themselves known only by
of the country, it would be foolish to cutting their own niche into old ideas, in
say that the resulting dialogue won't net a manner eerily similar to the constantly
different results over time. Civil rights complained-of, ratings-hungry media.
movements all have generational tenden Just as reporters are always searching for
cies, and using comedy - situational, the latest, sexiest scoop on things, professtandup, or otherwise
sors want to sell their
-promotes awareness in
books, and lobbyists
a far more engaging way It was GM's depressed want their causes on the
than politically-couched
front page even if that
assembly line robot,
complaints.
means holding them
which was accused of selves out as deeply
What does any
body gain by being promoting suicide, and offended and hurt be
afraid of his own cari
cause of an otherwise
Snickers's accidental humorous exercise of
cature? There is, after
all, a sincere difference
free speech.
kiss, the reaction to
between taking what we
Laugh at the little
which was called
do seriously versus tak
things, and recognize
homophobic, that had them for what they are ing ourselves seriously. I
think being able to laugh the guests on CNN and little. Find irony where
at
goes a long
<ai yourself
yuuiaui guca
n-mft r»r
i
^ if •
you can, and learn to
,alkm
F°X
NeWSsho
way. I a lso think that's
8
lo.e it
this year's
the inherent problem
in the weeks after the Best Documentary was
with pundits, academgame
about global warming,
ics, lobbyists, and critics
*
whereas only last year,
alike - too often what
the winning film was
they do and who they are overlap so much the one about animals who spend their
that their very job description devolves entire lives on ice. Com'mon -that's gotta
into taking themselves seriously. The only be at least a little funny). In the end, if you
way they keep getting paid is continued let all the small stuff bother you so much
individuality and originality in bow they that you feel the need to get yourself on
express themselves and, in turn, their very

core beliefs. As the saying goes -if it's not
new, it's not news.
That can lead to a fairly perverse
incentive - distinguish and prioritize your
self (and your goals/constituents/mem
bers) as much as possible from everybody
else, regardless of merit. It's a dog-eat-dog

national television to complain about it,
just be forewarned - you'll look fairly

ridiculous. Of course, that might just give
the rest of us something else to laugh at,
but not in that goal-accomplishing, intro
spective, afterthought kind of way. More
like the eye-rolling, bored, bad aftertaste
kind of ridicule.
•

The Lame Duck on Flexible Exams
On February 28th, I officially be
came a lame duck.
On April 1st, the King takes over and
I ride off into the lower levels of Lerner
to prepare for finals and the impending
doom that is the bar. I am sure the King
and Brett Sheats will do a great job next
year avoiding another "Halloween: Di
saster," "Alcohol Dependency at GW
Law," or any of the other host of atten
tion grabbing headlines that come from
the Nota Bene.
I have only two more issues before
I have to get off my soapbox (don't worry
Nota Bene-willing, I will write a nostal
gic send-off piece in April when I have
handed over the keys to the SBA). This
week I want to provide all of you with an
update on flexible exams: where we are
and where things are going.
Since I have been Executive Vice
President (last year) and President, I have
spent more time reviewing and discuss
ing the exam policies at GW and other
top schools than any person would ever
want to spend. I can sadly recite off the
top of my head all of the top 30 schools
with fully flexible exams, mixed policies,
mixed policies with honor codes, and
mixed policies without honor codes. I can
give the rundown on how schools from
USC to UVA administer exams. I can
argue the merits of conflict days versus
full self-scheduling and vice versa. All of
this knowledge has done insurmountable

wonders to my dating life. 10-cent wings for the adoption of a mixed flexible exam
and the intricacies of exam policy, what policy, where the law school adds four
better way to spend a night out?
conflict days to the exam schedule, and
What started out as the hair-brained students can reschedule "conflicting"
scheme of Jackie Chan and Karen Green exams through a petition process during
wood has evolved these past two years. the Add/Drop period. The conflict days
With the help of Rosanne
were going to be the first
O'Hara in the Records Of
Friday during the exam
fice, Dean DeVigne, Dean
period for exams taking
Schooner, and Dean Gutplace the first week, the
man, we actually made
following Monday of the
real progress and found
second week if there was
some consensus on your
a Friday conflict, the sec
concerns.
ond Friday of the exam
period for conflicts during
In February, the SBA
the second week, and the
introduced three recom
following Monday (after
mendations to the Faculty
finals) if there were any
Curriculum Committee.
Friday con
The first was
flicts. An
to encour
exam conSAM JAMMAL
age more
flict would
take home
be defined
exams and
as having
build aware
two exams
ness among
adjunct and new professors about the within four time blocks of each other
various take home approaches currently in (excluding weekends).
Having worked with all sides on
use and potentially available through the
exam software. More take home exams this issue and acknowledging the need
really do help make the exam period less to avoid sheer chaos in order to preserve
compressed. I am happy to say that the integrity, I personally feel these four
Curriculum Committee supported this conflict days represent the best possible
recommendation and sent an email out proposal given the culture and resources
at the law school.
to the faculty on take home exams.
As it stands now, this second recom
The second recommendation was

Message from the Prez

mendation will not go before the faculty
for a vote; instead, a larger pilot program
will be conducted in the fall. How this
pilot will look and how many courses will
be included are still being determined.
What we do know is that a fall pilot was
announced at the most recent faculty
meeting.
The third and final recommendation
was to allow students with an emergency
the opportunity to take a make-up exam
for a grade at his/her professor's discre
tion. As it stands now, all make-up exams
(unless taken at the close of the following
semester) are required to be taken pass/
fail. The current Law School Bulletin
provides for no flexibility. This recom
mendation essentially grants the deans
and faculty flexibility in their responses
to a student's emergency. I am happy to
say that the faculty will be voting on this
policy change over the coming weeks.
The SBA either went 3 for 3 or2 for
3 depending on how you look at things.
Those aren't such bad odds considering
we went in proposing something that was
"dead on arrival." Thank you all who
were involved in this process.
The work, of course, isn't done,
since integrity and honor codes are still
yet to be discussed, as are the details of
the fall pilot. Next year's SBA will have to
follow things through and keep pushing.
As a lame duck, I can happily pass this
stone to the King.
•
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OPINIONS

Liesf Loyalty, and
Cheney
In case you missed it amid all the
What set the stage for this little
campaign fever, a more dangerous and battle of the press releases between the
insipid war of words flew across party #2 in line for commander-in-chief and
lines in mid-February. The Vice President the #3 is of course the coming debate
said that the Speaker of
on how Congress will
the House had a stratlimit the President's
egy for an American
BY JOSHUA TEITELB AUM
power to continue the
war' Cheney believes
war that sided with the
n *1 T ft
enemy. Not surprisingly,
\ J f l M C L ^e j l
that Congress, the first
Speaker Pelosi took issue
branch of government,
with this and registered her complaint has an extremely limited role in limit
in the office of Cheney's boss. Cheney, ing the President, the second branch.
not surprisingly, refused to show weak Cheney's view of executive power allows
ness and in doing so revealed his stub the President to continue military opera
born pride. If this were merely personal, tions unless Congress cuts off all funds,
Cheney's pride would not be much of a presumably with a two-thirds majority to
discussion. Instead it's the foundation of overcome the inevitable Presidential veto.
his Iraq war policy.
In this situation, the President could con
He told ABC News: "She accused tinue a war with the support of just one
me of questioning her patriotism. I didn't third plus one members of the Senate,
question her patriotism. I questioned her
Louis Fisher, specialist in constijudgment. A1 Qaeda functions on the tutional law to the Library of Congress
basis that they think they can break our and prolific author, debunked this view
will. That's their fundamental underly- of Cheney's in testimony before the Sening strategy: that if they can kill enough ate Judiciary Committee as well. "Just as
Americans or cause enough havoc, create military officers are subject to the direcenough chaos in Iraq, then we'll quit and tion and command of the President, so
go home. And my statement was that if is the President subject to the direction
we adopt the Pelosi policy, that then we and command of Members of Conwill validate the strategy of A1 Qaeda. I gress...To allow a President to conduct
said it, and I meant it."
a war free of legislative constraints, or
The irony of course is that the Vice free of constraints unless both Houses
President is in no position to question muster a two-thirds majority to overanybody's judgment on this war. This is

the man who set up an
alterative intelligence
office to make the case for
weapons of mass destruction prior to the invasion, then went on Meet
the Press to talk about
the now thoroughly de-

njs ;J

ride a veto, would violate fundamental

^
^

Set lip (in alternative
intelligence office
it,

f

principles of republican
government." Yet, here
we are, about to listen to
executive supremacists
wield misperceptions
about "inherent commander-in-chief" powers
to frustrate Congress in

^0 ma ke the case JOT
weapons of mass
ex,erCising i,S '^timatt
prior to destruction

bunked aluminum tubes
and pending mushroom
_
_'
role in a time of war.
clouds. This is the man
the invasion, then
And the biggest lie
who insisted on "an eswent on Meet the
Cheney's statement
tablished relationship
remains. Of course he
between Iraq and A1 Qa- "ress to talk about. . questioned Pelosi's paeda," only to have this . pending mushroom triotism, and the patrioalso debunked by, among
clouds
tism of Democrats who
numerous sources, the
""
support redeployment
9/11 Commission. And
and the current majorlet us not forget that the insurgency is still ity of citizens who "strongly object" to
in its last throes. So, I take his judgment sending more troops to Iraq. Saying that
with a grain of salt.
your strategy "validates" the enemy's
Yet, he remains the Vice President, inherently places you on the other side,
and by virtue of his title rather than his If you're an American on the other side,
credibility, when he makes inflammatory that makes you treasonous, unpatriotic,
statements it makes the papers. This is a and disloyal. These calls of cowardice are
problem because his argument doesn't clubs in public debate meant to beat back
make much sense either. The new direc- reasoned policy choices and appeal to
tor of national intelligence testified before our worst instincts. We have become too
Congress in late February that A1 Qaeda casual with these calls from our leaders
is attempting to rebuild their leadership in who receive no stern warning from colnorthwest Pakistan, while the violence in leagues in their own party who disagree
Iraq remains a powerful recruiting tool for with them yet are surely not unpatriotic
new jihadis. The threat is reconstituting by Cheney's standard,
itself in one place, yet we surge in another
The truth is there can be no standard
where our presence serves as a "cause of loyalty in our democratic society. Francelebre" (in the words of a 2006 National cis Biddle, attorney general to FDR, wrote
Intelligence Estimate). According to the eloquently on this mysterious quality in
2006 N.I.E., there are "four underlying his book, The Fear of Freedom. "T he very
factors fueling the'jihadist movement: 1) essence of loyalty to country in a democentrenched grievances, such as corrup- racy, and particularly in this democracy,
tion, injustice and fear of Western domi- with its varied backgrounds and its severnation; 2) the Iraq jihad; 3) the slow pace ance from feudal traditions, is that it may
of real and sustained reform in majority find expression in a dozen forms. Loyalty
Muslim nations and 4) pervasive and- must know such unhampered outlets if it
U.S. sentiment among Muslims - all of is to be the free and dynamic force which
which jihadis exploit." Now ask yourself holds together our democratic life."
whether too few troops policing an Iraqi
Thankfully, nobody is paying much
civil war hurts or hinders our side.
attention anymore to the Vice President•

America fs Glass Jaw
What I have to say may strike some correct. To the extent that politicians on
as offensive and some as simple common the Hill are advocating withdrawal, they
sense, but it needs to be said in earnest, are doing it because that is what they think
Democrat, Republican, or Independent, we want. It's what many of these Demowe have nobody to blame for the current crats think that they were elected to do,
situation in Iraq, nobody
and that's our fault.
more worthy of our critiBY ADAM J . BESTER
All the talk of
cism, than ourselves.
„
.
deadlines, limiting
We are America's Glass
%Jfl t r i e t x l g f l t
funds, and opposition
Jaw.
to the troop surge is
Nations around the world perceive nothing more than an effort to rationalize
that America lacks the stamina to fight
the underlying desire to withdraw, even at
wars when we're forced to accept casual- the expense of success. To talk about past
ties. That perception isn't far from reality mistakes, or to blame the Administration
for those who are willing to admit it. In for past failures and oppose the President
the political and cultural aftermath of out of nothing more than a lack of confithe Vietnam withdrawal, the American dence is to deflect discussion away from
people have manifested a desire for quick, the reality of the present situation,
relatively casualty-free conflicts. In Gulf
We are facing a test. We invaded
War I, we stopped short of deposing Iraq. We brought down their government.
Saddam, and we spent the next decade We promised to rebuild it. What we have
patrolling no-fly zones and chaperoning to do now is make a decision: Will we stay
UN inspections. We left Somalia as soon and fulfill our promise to the Iraqi people?
as the tragic Blackhawk incident bloodied Will we clean up our own mess? Or will
our collective nose, and the Clinton ad- we leave the task unfinished because we
ministration adopted the tactic of cruise lack the will to fulfill our obligations? But,
missile warfare in the Kosovo conflict and if we leave prematurely, if we refuse to do
in our early skirmishes with A1 Qaeda. We that which is strategically necessary to
have even failed to intervene in genocides succeed, we do so out of selfish interest,
and humanitarian disasters. Over the last We do so because we don't think that the
forty years we have demonstrated that Iraqis are worth the lives of our troops,
our will to fight wanes when technology and we do so because the images on our
doesn't guarantee a quick, casualty-free televisions have clouded our judgment
victory.
and made us forget the consequences of
What did you think Bin Laden failure,
meant when he called America "weak"
If we leave early, we will just add
in all of those videos? He wasn't talking credence to the theory that America won't
about the size of our army or the effec- stand and fight. Our adversaries around
tiveness of our weapons. He was talking the globe and the terrorists themselves
about you and me.
will perceive much less credibility in our
The Iraqi insurgents aren't trying to implicit threat of force that underlies
defeat the coalition armies. Their suicide tough diplomatic negotiations. Negotiabombers and improvised explosive devices tions with belligerent powers will become
are not supposed to achieve a military that much less effective, and because of
victory. They are designed to intimidate that, we will be forced to fight that much
innocent Iraqi civilians and to put images more.
of the dead and wounded on our televiI know that I've just covered a lot of
sions. That may be a gruesome and cold theoretical ground. I know that some folks
observation, but we are dealing with a will say that reluctance to fight is just a
gruesome and cold enemy.
trait of democracies, but it's a trait that we
Their goal is not to defeat the U.S. do not have the luxury of enjoying right
military in a toe-to-toe fight; their goal now. If operation Iraqi Freedom ends in
is to wear down America's will to fight failure, it will not be because our military
— not the will of our troops, the will of wasn't up to the task, not because the Adthe American people. When Vice Presi- ministration failed to adequately plan, but
dent Cheney said that the efforts to force because we, the American people, failed
a withdrawal only serve to validate the our troops, failed the Iraqi people, and
insurgents' strategy, he was unequivocally failed ourselves.
•
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Emergent Science Growing, Where Allowed.
Stem Cell Research is one of those he is more than a little biased, that his
buzz words. The recent midterm elections academic and professional background
used it as a rallying point, in large part makes him an advocate for stem cell re
to emphasize the stagnation and closed- search, and that he voted for California
mindedness represented by candidates Proposition 71 in 2004. Of course, I think
who stand against it's
most people would
BY JA MES CHANG
potential. The mys
vote to subsidize the
tique of this science
general field of work
gives hope for cures to
that they want to
muscular dystrophy,
work in, if given the
attacking Parkinson's, creating organs for opportunity.
transplants that won't be rejected. But how
Federal funding has obviously
far developed is this line of research? Just been discouraged during the course of
how much potential is there, and what the current administration, limited to
is the actual cost involved? In terms of preexisting cell lines and capped at $25
progress, there is less than there could be, million per year. The fact that most of the
in large part for lack of funding. At this preexisting cell lines are inadequate for
point, the author needs to disclose that implantation in humans and that the cost

Contributing Writer

of such research goes far beyond what is history supporting it. What gets lost at
allotted, motivated 59% of the people of times is that no matter what governmental
California to support
body passed such a
State funding of stem
law, it was going to
cell research. Follow
be challenged and
Science and medicine
ing that, members of
rightfully so. I sup
are not required to
the other 41% filed
port this research in
suit to enjoin any
principle,
but I also
be pretty, but they
action on that law as
take note that the
are required to meet
unconstitutional. Re
most important part
society's moral
cently, the California
of the buzz word is
1 st District Court of
often left out.
standards while
Appeals affirmed a
This is Em
providing function and
decision that Prop.
bryonic Stem Cell
71 was valid, which
(ESC) Research that
utility.
means it will be ap
is being debated. It
pealed to the Califoris somewhat ghoul
nia Supreme Court but with positive case ish and shouldn't be assumed to be nec
essary, and it needs to be debated,
vetted, and properly considered in a
public forum. Science and medicine
are not required to be pretty, but they
are required to meet society's moral
standards while providing function
and utility. If adult stem cells could
provide the same answers, then most
research would focus there and avoid
the moral issues of dealing with
embryos. However, one of the adult
stem cell lines represented as most
promising, the one from Minnesota
that got national media attention
in 2002, was found to have been
the result of a flawed study design.
There might be value to the line, but
there is little to compare with, adult

Does your bar review course
connect with your digital lifestyle?

or embryonic.
The problem with such limita
tions on research that the current
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administration has propagated is
that it limits any kind of thought
directed in that direction. There can
be no informed debate as to even
if embryonic stem cells really are
that much better when one isn't al
lowed to perform basic diligence on
the matter. A plethora of educated
guesses is great but are only an in
tellectual tease without follow-up.
What makes such limits even less
purposeful is that the research is
being done. Slower, and without as
much regulation or oversight, but
it is getting done. Private industry
isn't leaving a potential goldmine
like ESC alone. Back in California,
though the $3 billion bond measure
is still being litigated, the State has
loaned $150 million, and private
donations of $45 million have been
made to the California Institute for
Regenerative Medicine, the state
agency created by Prop. 71. That
agency has granted out $45 million
of that money, with plans soon to
release $80 million more to jump
start this industry.
The theoretical tragedy is that
if there had been a supportive en
vironment for the research, who
knows what advances might have
been made by now? The theoretical
tragedy that has been avoided is the
sacrifice of embryos. Which tragedy
is more important to prevent? I have
faith that the practical effects on
medicine will lead to general support
of ESC research, if not motivated
by just rational thought then by the
bottom line. Though I'm willing to
accept that some people may find
this research irreconcilable with their
social beliefs, I find it just as intoler
able that future miracles of medicine
could be denied to people without a
rational basis.
fl
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ODDS AND ENDS
Hair Pieces
Across
1 Bora
5"
in Heaven"
10 Suitable
13 Hertz competitor
14 Kind of dressing
15 Word before hoop
16 Everything going wrong
18 Grad
19 Dart board refreshment
20 Actress Tyn e
21 A wee bit
23 Rugs
24 Matinee idol
25 Rattle off
28 Ship accomodation area
32 Attest
33 Pessimistic investor
34 Capital of Yemen
35 Stay
36 Crude
37 Warm the bench
38 Drivel
39 Vow
40 Thin
41 Jerusalem residents
43 Quick
45 Golfclub
46 Close
47 Bowling scores
50 Apply paint
51 Coach Carnese cca
54 Feeble
55 Quibble about trivial
things
58 Passed easily
59 Get up
60 Spike the punch
61 Annoy
62 Ran easily
63 Mr. Pitt

Down
1 Rum cake
2 Wo rd be fore Office
3 Amusement park tr eat

Crossword 101

By Ed Canty
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44

H45
47
54
58
61

48

49
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50
55

56

57

59

I

62

4 Word before tray or can
5 Patient sorting system
6 Warren & Scruggs
7 Griffith for one
8 Nipper's employer
9 Unscrupulous lawyers
10 "
lang syne"
11 An old horse
12 Domesticate
15 Like a Hitchcock movie
17 Mine passage
22 Astronaut Jemison
23 Like some terriers
24 Squirrel away
25 Synagogue worker
26 Vices
27 Coniferous tree
28 Follows bucket or back
29 Confuse
30 Extremely cold
31 Opponent
33 Genius
36 Large
42 Before
43 Ushered in

Q: How do you pre vent a
lawyer from drowning?
A: Shoot him be fore he
hits the water.

60
63

44 Walkway
46 Racket
47 Croatian
48 NYC University
49 Brokers' hangout
50 Football no-no
51 Deceiver
52 Killer whale
53 Previously owned
56 In favor of
57 Liturgical vestment

Q: What's the difference
between an accountant
and a lawyer?
A. Accountants know
they're boring.

Quotable Quote

If dracula can't see
his reflection in the
mirror, how come his
hair is always so
neatly combed?

• **

Steven Wright
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